
A LEADING TURNKEY ENERGY ENGINEERING SOLUTIONS PROVIDER



Terra Firma Solutions is a leading turnkey energy engineering solutions

provider based in sub-Saharan Africa. We deliver a start to finish solution,

beginning with strategy development, and leading to project

implementation, support and maintenance.

Company Profile
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Terra Firma Solutions at a Glance

‘Many pieces, one whole’

Solutions

Our solutions focus on energy efficiency, solar PV

solutions, electrical engineering design, carbon

measurement / management and sustainability

strategy development. Other complimentary

business units include real time energy monitoring

and management software, world class energy

efficiency products, an Academy, and accessing

tailored financing solutions.

Our innovative and dynamic team of experts are

driven by a desire to over deliver in every

engagement. With a wealth of experience across

multiple disciplines, our team takes responsibility

and remains focused on creating value for our

clients. While the team comprises very strong

individuals, the true value of Terra Firma Solutions is

unlocked through the group's collective effort.

Our Mission and Vision

Our customers are the cornerstone of our business,

and client satisfaction our primary mission. We are

driven by the positive impact we have on our

customers through demonstrating sustainable

savings and efficiencies. We are passionate about

achieving results, and aspire to be the foremost

engineering solutions provider in our industry.
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Solar PV Solutions

Energy & Water Monitoring

and Management

Software

Innovative Financial Solutions

Terra Firma Academy

Accredited Professional
Training

Turnkey Energy Efficiency Engineering

Solutions
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Our Team



Terra Firma Solutions builds long term relationships with our clients based

on a track record of achieving shared goals. Rely on us to identify all

available incentives, maximising your return on investment.

Turnkey Energy Efficiency

Engineering Solutions
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Energy Efficiency Assessment, Design & Implementation

We create and implement results driven energy efficiency strategies for our clients, saving them money and

driving greater profitability.

Electrical Services

Understanding technology is one thing, but understanding energy efficiency in electrical design is critical. It

means we can design and advise our clients to ensure they benefit in the short, medium and long term.

Start to finish solutions focused on reducing costs

and risks.

Carbon Measurement & Management

Increase profitability and reduce risk through the accurate measurement and management of your company

and product carbon footprints. Let us create an emissions reduction strategy for you that optimises your

carbon assets and efficiency goals.

Sustainability Strategy Development

Let us create a long term integrated sustainability strategy and policy for your company with a 5, 10 or 20 year

action plan. This process can take up to 12 months and integrates into all aspects of your business, delivering

long term strategic value.
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Terra Firma Solutions is a turnkey olar PV provider starting with feasibility studiess

and ending with ongoing operation and maintenance.

Solar PV Solutions



A truly turnkey solar PV solution provider.
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Full Turnkey Solar PV Solution

As a true EPC (Engineering Procurement

Construction) Terra Firma Solutions offers a turnkey

solar PV solution from feasibility study to turning on

and maintaining the system.

The Process

A project starts with undertaking a feasibility

study which includes a regulatory, technical,

structural and financial assessment of the

proposed PV solution.

Detailed design of the plant is drawn up for

construction.

Procurement of equipment and construction

begins.

Commissioning of the plant commences once

construction is concluded and all regulatory

requirements are met.

Ongoing operation and maintenance is

undertaken for a fixed term with an SLA (Service

Level Agreement) in place.

Equipment

Terra Firma Solutions is product agnostic and will

always chose quality and approved equipment to

ensure that maximum yields are achieved with the

best possible return on investment. We only use tier

1 modules (solar panels) and tried and tested

inverter manufacturers – all of which have long term

warranties in place.
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Energy & Water Monitoring and

Management Solutions
Terra Firma Software has built COPPER; a monitoring and management

software solution that ensures energy usage is not only monitored, but is

also managed and reduced consistently and effectively.
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Easy to Use Whether you are on a laptop, mobile

phone or tablet COPPER has been designed to

seamlessly operate with all devices and all browsers.

Scalable Our software has been designed and

implemented from day one with scalability in mind.

Key features include best of class hardware and

security, with a database that was designed for high

volume time based data.

Reliable A system is only as reliable as its weakest

component. To reduce potential failure points we

have minimised and streamlined the number of

components in our system, designing our software

and hardware architecture with high redundancy in

mind.

Real-Time Each meter monitors, processes and

sends data to our database every 5 minutes. This

data is immediately processed by our system and

made available on the viewing dashboard.

Our team of world-class engineers and software

developers have used their experience of the local

energy environment to create an electricity

management tool that is robust, easy to use and

delivers constant business value.

Take control of your rising energy costs and save

immediately.

Identify areas of inefficiencies and focus on

reducing these

Bill tenants easily and accurately

Analyse and evaluate municipal tariffs

Make energy consumption visible to all

employees

Reconcile your monthly bills

Benefits

How it works

Partner Program

The Partner Program has been created to develop a

network of strategic partners that can support each

other in the energy and engineering industry using

COPPER.

Benefits of partnering with us:

The program is based on a rebate system. Each

meter our partner installs creates a shared monthly

revenue fee for ongoing annuity income.

Site Meters Modem Cell Network TFS data centre Internet You

Our solution



Together with our finance partners, Terra Firma Solutions can offer our

clients flexible financing solutions for the implementation of energy efficiency

and solar PV solutions.

Innovative Financing Solutions

Work with us to access financing from our

partners and be cash flow positive immediately.

Let us help you achieve sustainable energy

savings without the need for CAPEX outlay

and be cash flow positive from day one.

Whether you want to own or rent the

equipment; share the savings generated or

even purchase the power from a solar PV

plant we can find a solution that makes your,

energy saving achievable without large

amounts of capital.

Leased Equipment

If the CAPEX for an energy efficiency project is too

great, we can along with the assistance of our

finance partners explore equipment lease

agreements with flexible terms benefit from. You

the equipment with the objective of using the

savings enjoyed to cover the monthly lease costs.

Energy Savings Partnership

By partnering with us, we can assist your

organisation by implementing the project at little to

no up-front cost to you and enter into an Energy

Savings Partnership. TFS will undertake the work

and share in the savings achieved for a fixed term

based on a mutually agreed formula.

Key benefits:

Zero to little capital costs required to implement

A committed partner who has a vested interest

in the success of the project

Ongoing savings enjoyed for the lifetime of the

equipment after the project has concluded

Solar Power Purchase Agreement

If after undertaking a solar PV feasibility study you

decide that the CAPEX to implement the project is

too great, we can offer a solution. We would

consider building, owning and operating the PV

plant to supply you with electricity at a competitive

price to the municipal supply.

This agreement would be managed through a

Power Purchase Agreement (PPA) that would

commit Terra Firma Solutions to supplying

electricity at a pre-determined for a fixed termprice

of between 10 to 20 years.
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CDP
POINTS
SAIEE / SAICE / SAIMechE

Terra Firma Academy , a division of Terra Firma Solutions, teaches sought-

after, cutting-edge environmental efficiency and management skills.

FTerra irma Academy

Courses include Carbon, Energy, Water, Solar,

Environmental Policy, Climate Change,

Behaviour Change, Office and Residential

Greening.

Our facilitators are senior engineers and

sustainability experts in the fields of energy and

water efficiency, renewable energy, energy

monitoring and management, carbon management,

carbon projects and environmental policy and

strategy development.

Several of our courses carry accreditation asSETA

well as points.CPD Our training can also help meet

your BBBEE Skills Development requirements - the

new codes require organizations to spend 6% of

their payroll on skills development.

* Terra Firma Academy is a SAIEE recognized Preferred Training Provider under registration no. PTP-1005-8/2015-SAIEE

*

Get trained by the leading provider of specialised

green skills in South Africa.

Solar PV Feasibility Assessment

Energy Management Fundamentals

M&V Professional

Energy Efficiency Management

Environmental and Strategy Development

Carbon Footprint Analyst

Intro to Carbon Projects and Markets

Office Eco Manager

Water Efficiency Management

Corporate Skills Courses

Behaviour Change Courses

Green Your Office

Energy Behaviour Change

Water Behaviour Change

Climate Change Awareness

Residential Courses

Green Your Home / Guest House

Residential Eco Consultant

Residential Energy Assessor

Our clients include
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Skills Courses

Solar PV Feasibility Assessment – Residential

Solar PV Feasibility Assessment – Commercial

Solar PV Project Implementation Management

Solar PV Installation



Cape Town

Suite 1B Ground Floor Madison Place

Alphen Office Park

Constantia Main Road

Constantia 7806

Cape Town

South Africa

+27 (0)21 300 1620Tel

+27 (0)21 300 1621Fax

COPYRIGHT © 2016 ALL RIGHTS RESERVEDTERRA FIRMA SOLUTIONS

Johannesburg

Building 25

Woodlands Office Park

20 Woodlands Drive

Woodlands 2191

Johannesburg

South Africa

+27 (0)11 568 0768Tel

+27 (0)11 568 0767Fax

www.terrafirma-solutions.com
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